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INTRODUCTION

One of the most specialised pieces of assessment featured in a law degree is the moot. Most Law Schools have a mooting component in some form and at some level, yet given the sparseness of the literature on this topic, it seems that the presence and use of mooting is rarely called into question. The only apparent reasons for the existence of mooting programmes are tradition and the correlation to the realities of professional practice. But is this enough?

The overall purpose of this article is to provide valid educational and practical justifications for the exercise of mooting. This process begins by defining the essential characteristics of mooting, as it has existed over the centuries. This discussion will be given contemporary relevance by an examination of how three Queensland Law Schools currently feature moots in their undergraduate curriculum.

The three theoretical bases for mooting as a means of learning, which the paper explores are constructivism, experiential learning and problem-based learning. As such, mooting has a clear role to play in a law curriculum informed by such educational perspectives. There is also a general discussion on the place of moots in the student approaches to learning (SAL) framework.

Additionally, the paper seeks to reveal student reactions to mooting through qualitative research. It is not particularly beneficial to place moots in a theoretical context if there is little understanding of their practical effect. The data gathered from the focus group interviews conducted for this study supports many of the propositions made in the earlier section of the paper, where moots are viewed from the perspective of educational theory.

The final part of the paper seeks to take all of the above and make a statement about the value of moots as a form of assessment in the law curriculum. The purposes of assessment are discussed in conjunction with the theoretical views of mooting examined earlier in the paper, as well as the practical outcomes of mooting identified in the group interviews. The conclusion is reached that there are excellent practical and theoretical justifications for moots and by appreciating these reasons, law teachers can begin to better understand the strengths and benefits of this assessment tool.

PART A: MOOTS IN PRACTICE

The Development and Characteristics of Mooting

An obvious starting place is to attempt to define exactly the features of mooting. Any discussion of the educational merit of the practice cannot be meaningfully conducted without clarifying what is involved when we moot.

In engaging in this defining process, it is instructive to refer to the history of mooting. The practice of mooting is buried in early legal history. It is extremely difficult to pinpoint precisely when the practice came into usage, but the genesis of moots can be traced back to the establishment of the Inns of Court of medieval times. Young men residing at the Inns as apprentices took instruction from their seniors and were required to perform in moots over several years before they could be admitted as practitioners. Moots were
one of the few formal features of the legal education of the time. There was “no prescribed attendance, no lectures and no regular course of study, a student being simply obliged to eat three dinners … in the Hall of the Inn, in each of the four terms” for a number of years. The required attendance at meals was important as discussions of cases were held after dinner, and moots were conducted following supper.

The section on barristers in Halsbury’s Laws of England outlines the respective roles of the Inns members in moots. That they were the key component of early legal education is demonstrated by the following passages:

The senior members of the society formed the bench … ; the persons who argued at the bar of the Inn … were called ... utter barristers, because they sat “uttermost” on the forms which constituted the bar… The members of the Inn who took part in these exercises and sat inside on the same form and merely recited the pleadings were [called] inner barristers, and were afterwards called students.

No member of an Inn of Court could have a chamber in his Inn, or be in commons, unless he kept moots within three years after his admission. After being “usually in commons”, and “keeping the case” in hall, and performing satisfactorily in a number of moots in the house to which he belonged, and in one of the Inns of Chancery, the member, when of seven years’ standing from admission, could be called to the utter Bar. After being so called he could not continue to keep his rank of utter barrister unless for three years after his call he participated in ordinary mootings and other ordinary exercises of learning …

This extract is illuminating for two reasons. Firstly, it shows how important moots were in educating the early practitioners before formalised university accreditation. Mooting features at all stages of the apprentice’s progression through his education and is the condition attached to that continued progression. Secondly, although the emphasis on mooting has clearly been reduced by the emergence of Law Schools, with their use of other forms of assessment, it seems that the practice has remained largely unaltered from this early model. Certainly the devices of the inner and utter bar have long been forgotten, but the essence of students presenting legal argument to a specially constituted bench of their superiors as part of their education is the same.

Today moots are still seen as asking “students to argue points of law before a simulated court”. Many moot programs seem to follow the general pattern described so intricately by Gaubatz of requiring students to prepare and submit briefs, and deliver their case to a “fake” bench, which is always ready to interrupt with questions. This is confirmed by the current practice of mooting in today’s Law Schools.

In summary, it seems that there are three key features of mooting which have remained from the Inns of Court and continue in practice today:

• students assume the roles of advocates before a simulated bench (which may comprise professionals and/or academics, or students — depending on the formality of the proceedings);
• students argue points of law before the bench, which arise from a hypothetical scenario they have been supplied with;
• students are expected to be able to answer questions from the bench relating to the arguments presented or any other relevant law that the students may not have considered.

These are the bare essentials of a moot. Of course, as evidenced by the survey of Queensland Law Schools, many programs operate on a much more sophisticated level than this and may require briefs to be submitted and other students to take the part of instructing solicitors. The exercise may occur in a real court, a moot court room or a classroom. It may be videotaped or it may not. These are all variants on the common theme, which is comprised of the stated elements above. They can enhance the experience for both students and assessors, but they do not alter the basic requirements of the exercise.

Le Brun and Johnstone distinguish moots from mock trials by stating that the latter seek to recreate the whole court experience, including witnesses and even juries. The distinction is a valid one and it should be noted that a moot does not involve the full trappings and features of a trial.

It should also be noted that the term “moot” is often used to refer to activities which are conducted in a fairly relaxed manner in the classroom. Commonly this involves allocating the various roles of counsel and judge to students and having them argue the points of law during the class. Whilst this is clearly related to what occurred centuries ago at the Inns of Court, it differs from moots “proper” in that in most cases preparation time is extremely limited and much of the formality (and presumably the consequent student anxiety) is dispensed with. The varying degrees of formality in mooting are not of crucial significance to this paper. While most of the discussion relates to the context of formal assessable mooting, the comments
and analysis of the practice of mooting and its advantages as an educational tool and item of assessment will apply generally.

Current Use of Mooting in Three Queensland Law Schools

There are a variety of ways in which mooting can feature in an undergraduate law course. What this says about our understanding of moots is unclear, given that there are reasons other than educational ones which determine the structure of a curriculum. At the time of writing, all five Law Schools in Queensland have a mooting component though the amount of mooting and the stages of the curriculum at which it occurs differ greatly.

This section of the paper will examine the approach taken by three of the Queensland Law Schools — those of Griffith University (Griffith), the Queensland University of Technology (QUT) and the University of Queensland (UQ). It should be stressed that the purpose of this exercise is not to display a preference for one institution’s approach over another. These three universities have been chosen solely because of the contrast which they demonstrate. Their approach to mooting is determined by their own characteristics and objectives and the author does not seek to judge them by an external standard.

Griffith has compulsory moots in a number of subjects so that by the conclusion of fourth year, all students have performed at least five moots. Students are introduced to mooting in Week 13 of first semester in the first year subject Law and Legal Obligations, where they moot in teams of two, each speaker being allotted five minutes presentation time. This brief and informal introduction to mooting is built upon steadily over the next four years, with mooting time becoming longer and the pre-moot preparation more complex. There is no obligation for there to be a moot in every year and the structure of the moots is largely determined by the convenor of the subject in which it is featured. As a consequence, the moots are of varying formality and may require different things of the mooters depending on the individual convenor’s approach.

By contrast, QUT moots are offered as an optional form of assessment in selected specific subjects in each year of the curriculum. This places restrictions on the number of students who may actually have the chance to moot in a year. The impact of this restriction is heightened by the greater numbers of students enrolled at QUT — presumably the reason why compulsory moots are not regarded as a feasible option.

The mooting process, once entered into, is highly structured and formalised. Regardless of the stage of the degree course at which the students moot, all mooters must comply with a single set of prescribed standards and rules which are published in the Faculty’s Moot Guide. In addition to providing students with the assessment criteria, outlining the responsibilities of those acting as solicitors or barristers, legal research advice, and references for preparatory readings, the Moot Guide specifies the procedures which must be followed precisely by the mooters. This involves naming the times by which written submissions and lists of authorities must be presented, and a number of other steps which are set out in a “Schedule of Preliminary Steps for Mooters”. Most moots are held at the Queensland Law Courts complex and the relevant academic is joined on the Bench by practising members of the profession, if not the judiciary.

The UQ approach is different again. Unlike the previous two examples, moots at UQ are not attached to any specific subjects but rather are featured in particular advocacy subjects, which prepare students for, and then engage them in, mooting. These subjects are compulsory, with students being required to do two moots for their Bachelor of Laws degree in third and fourth year. These moots are conducted formally in the UQ moot court room in the presence of senior members of the legal profession. The cornerstone of the UQ programme is that if mooting is to replicate the realities of practice, then it should not deal with a fact scenario confined to a discrete legal area. This is a feature which can be contrasted with both Griffith and QUT. The emphasis is significantly different at UQ where the experience aims to develop students’ research and advocacy skills, but is not seen as a means for students to learn a specific area of the substantive law. The UQ moots are devised on the basis of the interconnectedness of the many subjects which make up the degree, but at the other two universities they are seen as a tool for assessing distinct areas of the law.

From examining just three Law Schools of the many which now exist in Australia, it can be seen that there are several ways of approaching the incorporation of mooting in an undergraduate degree. However, it should be realised that it is not possible to criticise a law curriculum solely on the number of opportunities
for mooting it gives students. Mooting involves a vast amount of administrative co-ordination as well as actual time spent assessing each individual student’s oral (and, in some instances, written) submission and performance. In fact, mooting is perhaps the most time consuming activity which a legal academic can feature in a course and so the practical possibility of holding moots is limited more than is the case with most other forms of assessment, and is largely determined by staffing resources and student numbers. However, it is the view of the author that by examining the kind of learning which mooting seeks to (and actually does) foster, we may arrive at a clearer understanding of the role of mooting in the undergraduate law degree.

PART B: MOOTS AND EDUCATIONAL THEORY

Moots and the Theories of Learning

Moots involve students in many tasks and are a form of assessment which combines both substantive law and a range of skills.

There are a variety of specific educational perspectives from which moots can be viewed. However, as a preliminary point, it is worthwhile to consider theories of student approaches to learning (SAL). It seems that moots are an extremely good example of assessment which involves a “multidimensional” approach by students.

Biggs identifies the two meanings of the term “approaches to learning”. The first concentrates on the strategies and processes which students adopt and which “directly determines the outcome of learning” i.e. a cognitive perspective. The second meaning focuses upon students’ “predispositions to adopt particular processes”. This view is concerned more with what Bloom labelled the affective domain. Therefore, in essence, students’ approaches to learning can be viewed as motives (affective) and related strategies (cognitive):

Approaches in the SAL (student approaches to learning) framework, then, are multidimensional. They comprise several aspects in both motive and strategy components, and are only meaningful in context, being related to student intentions and to the existential teaching/learning context on the one hand, and to the quality of the learning outcome on the other.

This view is in accord with that taken by Ramsden, explaining the work of Marton, when he wrote that there were two aspects to a student’s approach to learning — the How (or structural) aspect and the What (or meaning) aspect. The What aspect is concerned with students’ motivations and affective responses, whilst the How aspect focuses on organisation and planning. However, he also concludes that:

[in] practice, these two aspects of approaches are fused together. In order to understand, a student must integrate and organise and see the text or other learning task as a whole. It makes no sense to talk about the meaning attributed to something unless one also talks about how the meaning is constituted. On the other hand, how a student structures a task cannot be considered in isolation from what he or she is intending to structure.

Moots reflect this “equilibrium between cognitive and affective factors”. The replication of the adversarial system requires each side to formulate a plan of attack or strategy. This is consciously done and will involve predicting arguments of the opponents and how they may be countered. Additionally the topic must be defined, researched, and then often divided between team members.

Thus the SAL framework also includes both motivational and affective aspects of students’ learning. The exact nature of students’ affective responses to mooting will be explored later using the qualitative data, but it should be noted at this stage, that it is strong — probably stronger than is the case with many other pieces of assessment in legal education. This is due primarily to the extreme feelings of confidence and fear which mooting engenders and which “will influence both their [students’] beliefs about the value of strategies and their strategy selection” at the planning stage.

It is acknowledged that most things we experience — through formal education or otherwise, involve a combination of pure thought impacting with personal characteristics. However, moots are a perfect example of assessment in law which involves high degrees of cognition and metacognition in an affectively charged context. Students are thus expected to cope and respond on a variety of levels.

The above is an extremely general overview of the theory behind students’ approaches to learning. Many of the concepts raised then and in the remainder of this section of the paper will be further explored in reference to the qualitative research. They are concepts which underlie the three ensuing perspectives
from which moots may be viewed. These may not be the only perspectives, however, they do integrate well with each other to provide a clear picture of moots as a form of learning which may be constructivist, experiential and problem-based.

**Constructivism**

Constructivism is a very broad theory of learning which underlies many varied educational perspectives — including those of experiential learning and problem-based learning. The theory is simple in that it merely proposes that the learner is the prime focus of the educational experience and s/he constructs their own knowledge. The teacher is not an omnipotent being capable of transferring knowledge to the student. The constructivist view owes much to the work of Säljö who identified six different conceptions of learning, the fourth and fifth of which are, respectively, learning as the abstraction of meaning and learning as an interpretative process aimed at understanding reality.

That these conceptions form the basis of a constructivist view of learning is apparent when Säljö states that they emphasise an “assumption that knowledge is construed by individuals as a result of an active effort on the part of the learner to abstract meaning from a discourse and also to relate this meaning to an outside reality.”

From the author’s observations and experiences, as well as the responses of the twenty people interviewed, it is impossible to moot successfully without interpreting and abstracting meaning from the vast amounts of case and statute law (let alone academic writings) relevant to the moot problem. Moots involve memorisation and the retention of knowledge, but first the mooters must construct that knowledge from the materials they will discover through their research.

A point that needs to be made here is a reminder that the type of moot being envisaged is one which does not substantially involve students reviewing material they have gleaned elsewhere, be it lectures or set readings. Of course, moots may be revisionary in nature, depending on the objectives of the examiner, yet often they expose students to areas with which they are unfamiliar, or at least require a much deeper understanding than was necessary when the students were first introduced to the material. It is moots which share the latter feature that this discussion is relevant to.

Resnick, in discussing her view of “current cognitive theory” emphasises a constructivist approach:

First, there is a process of knowledge construction, not of knowledge recording or absorption. Second, learning is knowledge-dependent; people use current knowledge to construct new knowledge. Third, learning is highly tuned to the situation in which it takes place.

These three characteristics of constructivism are all present in the case of moots. The third point which Resnick makes requires further explanation which the preceding two do not. Situated learning is often proposed as a means of overcoming the all too common phenomenon of students who “can describe and discuss various rules of law but are unable to apply this knowledge in a different context, particularly in a practical sense”. Brown et al advocate engaging students in learning through the “ordinary practices of the culture”. There can be no more obvious example of this in legal education than mooting. Whilst advocacy is only one dimension of a lawyer’s existence, mooting can involve more “practices of the culture” than just oral court presentation. Legal research, formation of a case plan, writing of briefs, and, of course, problem solving, are all skills which are relevant to practice and are features of moots.

**Experiential Learning and Problem-based Learning**

Related to the notion that students construct their knowledge, is the idea that they do so by reflecting upon their experiences in a manner illustrated clearly by Kolb’s Experiential Cycle. The significantly reduced role of the teacher indicates the constructivist nature of the learning which the student engages in. There is little imparting of knowledge from teacher to pupil, but rather the student learns by a process of construction based upon experience and reflection.

It is clear that the “experience” from which students learn may be varied in nature, and can range from the humble lecture to actual work experience. Obviously, the degree of concreteness varies along this spectrum of possible experiences, however, the next best thing after real world experience are role plays — into which category moots clearly fall.
The relationship between experiential learning and other more general educational theories is well illustrated by the recent work of Andresen, Boud and Cohen who state that a key feature of experiential learning is that it involves the “whole person — intellect, feelings and senses”, or in the terms used earlier in this paper, the cognitive and affective domains operate together. It was stated that this seemed to be a strong feature of mooting, and the reason for this would seem to be that it is a key characteristic of experiential learning. Additionally, Andresen et al acknowledge that experiential learning “supports a more participative, learner-centred approach, which places an emphasis on personal experience, rich learning events and the construction of meaning by learners. This clearly relates to the discussion of constructivism and the student’s role at the centre of his or her own learning. By engaging in the experiential learning cycle, students are working within a framework to construct their own knowledge.

Another advantage of mooting is that it is readily applicable to problem-based learning (or PBL). Though this originated in reference to the teaching of medicine, it has found supporters in many disciplines, including law. In essence, Winsor explained PBL when he wrote:

This form of LEARNING (as distinct from TEACHING) is based on your tackling a problem, or series of problems, without prior instruction. The idea is to get you to indulge in what is described as ‘discovery learning’ by using your own initiative, but guided and assisted (rather than lectured or taught) by your instructor.

In true PBL the process is both the focus for the problem and the assessment. Cowdroy comments on the suitability of this approach when he states that it is “particularly relevant where multiple alternative approaches and solutions can be applied to a generic problem, as is the case in advanced levels of architectural, legal and medical education, where multiple approaches and multiple solutions can be acceptable, but where the way of thinking about approaches and solutions is common.”

It is submitted that mooting is a good example of a piece of assessment in legal education where the importance of the process applied in responding to the problem is at least equal to, if not more than, the emphasis on the actual solution reached. Mooters are not marked solely upon the accuracy of the law they argue in the moot court. Many of the arguments heard in moots are rather desperate, and the assessing academic knows this — has foreseen it in fact, when she or he drafted the question. The true test is to see how the students use the authorities that do exist in support of their argument, how they organise this material both individually and as a team, how they research the problem, and how they present it and respond to questions from the Bench. Certainly students are marked on their understanding of the law, but by the nature of the exercise, they cannot all reach the correct solution. The final answer to the problem posed by the case really plays a very minor role in both their learning experience and also the assessment of their work.

The work of Laurillard on discovery learning supports the view that students are more excited about figuring out the law from scratch and making the decisions as to what law is relevant so that the product is much more a result of their own reasoning and planning, than work which is informed and shaped by the teacher’s treatment of the area in class. Students are capable of adopting deep or surface learning approaches depending on the nature of the task before them and what is required to complete it successfully. However, she recognises that discovery learning, which is similar in many ways to PBL, “invites a deep approach because it makes the problem the student’s own problem”. She makes it very clear that the key to this form of student learning is a high level of motivation as a result of students’ increased role in the process. This appreciation of PBL has strong links with the general principles discussed above in regard to student approaches to learning. The quality of students’ learning will be improved if we can motivate them by giving them more control over it.

The traditional use of PBL in groups helps students learn communication skills and the necessity of cooperation. It also provides students with a support system, which can give valuable feedback. This advantage will be discussed in the third part of this paper. Clearly moots do involve a high degree of group work and peer learning and evaluation.

In conclusion, it is submitted that moots can fit easily within the PBL model and accord with the constructivist school of thought. Not only do they situate learning within a real-life practical experience, but they do so by requiring students to construct their knowledge from a problem within that context. Whilst the strength of this approach depends on the actual design of the moot program involved, the clear potential
exists, and is made use of in many law schools, for moots to be a student-centred, problem-based learning experience.

Integration of the Theoretical Perspectives

In summary, this part of the paper has considered mooting from a number of educational viewpoints. It should be stressed that moots can reflect all of these theories at once. The examination of SAL literature is of general application to assessment items and is particularly apparent when students are mooting. The remainder of the theoretical section of the paper discussed constructivism as a broad school of thought and then focussed on two examples of it — experiential learning and PBL. Although these areas are often dealt with in isolation from each other for the purposes of analysis and discussion (as occurred here), in practice they may and often do, operate conjunctively. It is submitted that this is certainly the case with moots.

PART C: THE REALITY OF MOOTING FOR STUDENTS

Research Methodology

This part of the paper seeks to move from the educationalist’s perspective and examine the experiences of students. In order to do this, qualitative data was collected through a number of focus group interviews. As the aim of the research was to have students describe the “salient behaviours, events, beliefs, attitudes, structures, and processes occurring in this phenomenon” it was decided that the method adopted should be designed to elicit qualitative responses. Quinn Patton favours qualitative methods, in preference to structured, statistical quantitative research, because they “permit the evaluator to study selected issues in depth and detail. Approaching fieldwork without being constrained by predetermined categories of analysis contributes to the depth, openness and detail of qualitative inquiry.”

Tesch explains the essential distinction between quantitative and qualitative research as moving “away from numbers and back to asking people questions and to observing.” Consequently, in-depth interviews are a long-recognised method in this kind of research, and the use of focus group interviews is well documented.

The research is phenomenographical in nature, in that the aim is to describe students’ experiences of mooting, rather than the exercise of mooting per se. As the founder of phenomenography stated: “we are not making statements about the world as such, but about people’s thoughts about it.”

Tesch describes phenomenography as research which seeks to discover patterns in people’s conceptualization of a phenomenon which they experience. By engaging in this form of research we can construct a clearer picture of the effect of mooting on our students.

Four groups of five students each were interviewed for this study. All participants are students enrolled in Law at Griffith University and were invited to participate so as to form groups containing students with a range of different marks for their moot work. Two groups were comprised of first year students, with third year students making up the other groups. This was done to determine whether there was consistency in the data gathered despite the differing levels of experience of the students. Additionally, the students were segregated on the basis of their gender. This is an approach which Russell recommends in the formation of synergetic focus groups on the basis that men and women behave differently in single sex groups than they do in mixed company. Regardless, several of the students interviewed stated that they felt more comfortable in groups of their own sex and the results of the research did not differ markedly between groups, but the way the different sexes approached the questions did, with the female participants being much more direct and open in discussing the emotions a mooter experiences.

The interviews were of roughly 45 minutes duration each. The planned questions were as few as possible so that the interviewees controlled the direction of the discussion. They were the following:

• Generally, what have been your experiences of mooting? What was it like?
• What are the features of that experience? What is it made up of?
• Can you give a judgement on the experience? Is it something you would or would not like to repeat, and why?

The researcher only asked questions additional to the ones above in order to clarify a point or to ask
students if there were any other features they could identify, if they began to lose sight of the initial question.

The tapes of the four group interviews were typed by an independent third party and it was these transcripts which were analysed by the researcher. Phenomenographical analysis involves the researcher examining the data and selecting quotes which are illustrative in some way. Groups of like quotes from across all the transcripts are formed and “eventually the meanings of each group begin to consolidate and to constitute a definite category”.

In all, four categories of description arose from the focus group interviews which aid our understanding of the mooting experience.

The Results: The “Categories of Description” of Mooting

1. Mooting prepares students for the “real world” through the acquisition of various skills

It will be noted that the title of this first category is very broad. It was very tempting to substitute the phrase “professional practice” where “real world” currently appears, but to do so would involve a narrow reading of the comments of many of the students who felt that the real benefit in mooting was in its fostering of life-long skills which would be of use in that “real world” which is often perceived to exist in isolation from universities.

The most basic level of response from students just focussed on the fact that they had the chance to do something with their knowledge. That in itself was perceived as advantageous:

It was good to go through all the cases and take out what we have been learning theory wise and put it to a practical sense, because we go through and learn all these rules and principles but we don’t actually get up and apply them to a situation which is something practical.

Slightly more sophisticated than this was the view that mooting:

gives you an indication of what you perceive you want to do with advocacy later on in life. If you would like to be a barrister at least you can see if this is supposed to happen, sort of thing, instead of it just being bookwork;

or:

going back to where the relevance of them are — I don’t know how they are compared to everyday court, because I don’t spend enough time in court but I think because you are going to be there eventually it’s going to be relevant — can’t understand how it couldn’t be.

However, all participants placed greater emphasis on the general skills of relevance to the “real world” rather than the preparation to become lawyers. This was borne out by many remarks but the following are fairly indicative:

• And really the actual presentation of the moot is such a small part of it in comparison to the negotiation, the talking with your other colleagues and the communication of ideas and just creating and developing an argument;

• It’s a great communication tool. It’s a way of learning how to communicate in every field. I think it’s very important to be able to build that confidence. That’s the main problem — people don’t have in general the confidence of speech in a group, you know, or with other individuals and the mooting gives you the opportunity to increase your argumentative abilities, which I think is very important as a source … I mean as a professional you are going to end up doing something that involves you in arguing with somebody at some stage, so it is probably … so it’s fairly important;

• Research I think. Yes, as I said before, I think I learned more having done a moot than I would have just doing any other assignment. For me doing moots — it was the first time I had opened a case book. Now I don’t feel intimidated by the library for my other subjects, I open the case books now;

• One other thing for me — the spinoffs that moots have for me is to — in other areas of my life — to be able to put forward a more cogent argument and actually take on an adversarial person whereas perhaps previous to doing moots or just the law degree generally (but I think moots have been a major influence), I usually try to find a sideline, try to find a compromise or way or back off. Having been forced into the
position of adversarial combat then you are more comfortable when someone takes you on to respond in kind without losing your cool and maintaining a reasoned stance and so forth. So it’s kind of empowering in that respect which is good.

It could be inferred from the data that these skills of which the students spoke are being acquired through their experience of mooting in accordance with Kolb’s Experiential Cycle of Learning, but one student actually spelt it out by saying:

But it’s excellent to learn from experience, I mean the more moots you do the better you are and you’re always learning which is terrific.

In conclusion, it can be seen that law students value mooting for the practical dimension it adds to their education. The skills they glean from this experience are clearly adversarial and related to lawyering, but that is not seen as their prime focus. The phrases “communication skills” and “the skill of thinking on your feet” occur over and over in the transcripts. It seems mooting builds the law student as a person and prepares them for that “real world” in a way that other forms of assessment do not. This is particularly apparent in regard to the next category of description — teamwork.

2. **Mooting provides an opportunity for students to learn from their peers and develop group skills**

Although this is related to the first theme or description identified above, its prominence in the transcripts (and thus the experience of the students) warrants it a special place in the construction of what mooting actually involves. In an interesting piece actually concerned with PBL in aviation studies, the development of team skills in response to a teaching (or in the case of moots, learning) approach based upon groupwork are well documented. From the research conducted for the purposes of this paper, it appears that many students are aware of the chance to build relationship skills which mooting gives them.

The first year students, having done only one moot, did not have as many “horror stories” to recount on the mismatch of personalities that can occur in the allocation of mooting partners as did the more experienced students in third year. However, all students were agreed that moots provided the potential for meaningful groupwork which did not exist elsewhere in the course. Typical comments were as follows:

- I particularly liked that part of it. I thought it was really good because you had someone to bounce your ideas off and they say “no, that’s wrong” and you fix it up. It is good like that;
- It goes way beyond just speaking in front of people. It builds up not just your skill of communicating to a wide audience, but really just communicating on a one to one basis with your partner;
- I would say that group work in moots is really quite unique mainly because when I do an assignment with group work in Commerce I can really separate the work and if you don’t do all the assignment it doesn’t matter because you are going to get all the marks and it doesn’t matter. But in a moot you’ve got to stand up, the other person has to stand up, has to say something and so that can bring on such an intense pressure because you are relying on that person even more so because they are going to be seen, they are going to be heard. And for instance, if you like working to the deadline and like doing things under pressure, you work best that way, some of us do, and another person likes to have it done a week earlier, that can cause some conflict — yes, if your working styles are so different.

This last extract raises the issue of conflict within the group and how that experience translates for the mooters. Despite a few personal grudges, that whole aspect is still viewed as an advantageous experience:

... in most situations we have had to work with other people so it’s meant that you have developed an ability to work as a team in some respects or you’ve learned how to survive as an individual in what’s supposed to be a team situation that doesn’t click, doesn’t work for one reason or another, either people aren’t interested or you can’t seem to get together or you don’t agree on the exact line you are going to take, so you split the arguments up and pretty much go your own way and come together in time for the moot. So I guess it helps you develop either team skills or coping skills.

This positive and philosophical attitude which many students adopt in regard to the teamwork aspect of mooting is demonstrated beyond doubt in the following extract which was the response of one student after another had suggested that mooters should be able to select their partners because “we want the best result [so] let’s get placed with somebody we know will help us achieve those results”:

Results are part of the problem where the results are less important than the learning part of it. I think being thrown in with somebody you don’t know is fairly likely to happen later on in the future anyway. Being involved in
a case or something like that, depending on what avenue you are working through, you might end up working with someone you don’t know from a job previously and just be stuck with them and I think just being flexible is fairly important.

In conclusion, it can be stated that students are aware of and actually appreciate the benefits of teamwork that mooting can offer. Despite the chance that the moot planning reaches an impasse due to “terminal differences”, all students were agreed that it was a rewarding experience when the team worked well and an instructive one when it did not.

3. Mooting is an activity which causes in most students a powerful mixture of elation and terror

Much of the discussion which took place during the focus group interviews was concerned with students’ affective responses to mooting. It was clear that it is an activity which stirs up powerful emotions both positive and negative. As it is the latter which was probably the least surprising, the comments which reflected student anxiety about mooting will be examined first. They were along the following lines:

- I found it a stressful experience generally because of time constraints because quite often the majority of my work was left to do in about 2–3 days. My main recollection from mooting is a really concentrated period of stressful times;
- I think the fear thing actually played a really large part because you had to know it just in case they asked about it so you went through it as thoroughly as possible;
- I’ve had two migraines in my life and one of them was when I was in the Banco court. I couldn’t even hardly open my eyes, but we got through it. And that was just stress.

However, most students were keen to point out that despite, or maybe because of, this incredible amount of stress, there were rewards also:

- But it’s a very stressful exercise, but very worthwhile. I think that after having done four we are a lot less stressed now than we were in the very beginning;
- I think it was a fifty-fifty fear plus interest thing because I was interested, but I think I was interested because I was really scared and I really wanted to do well. I had high expectations of myself, but fear made me prepare more than I would have for an exam.

This attitude was actually carried a lot further in many of the comments which indicated that many students actually like to moot. The following extracts are even more fascinating when one tries to think of any other pieces of assessment in legal education which would elicit a similar response:

- It’s not like handing in an assignment and saying “Well, that is it”. You came out and went “Wow.” You’d accomplished something … And when you do an exam its sort of like, “Oh well, done now. Nothing I can do about it. No sense worrying.” But this was like ‘I did something here.”
- It’s just a relief just getting out of there — also there’s a sort of a feeling: “Wow, that’s my first case. If that’s what I have got ahead of me… I liked that, I enjoyed that. I like the Courts — it sort of confirms you in the part of a lawyer;
- I guess I am still fired up after the moot and often will be for hours and often will sit down and talk to my partner about how it went and go back over the arguments. I don’t know, I left one time thinking you know we are getting towards, thinking about becoming lawyers and this to me was part of the realisation that yes, we were able to carry through on the research, the delivery, and any opposition we had to … whatever case we were trying to argue. And often you’d be arguing a case that you maybe felt was a loser to begin with and you had to develop arguments to try to either minimise the loss, or damage, or to actually start to believe in your argument towards the end and as a result was able to convince the mootmaster. So yes, I guess that realisation that this is development and we have done better each time that we have gone into a moot situation and that we will be well prepared when we do get out into the real world. If we get into this situation, we at least will not freeze because of the role play we have gone through we will have the necessary tools to be able to survive;
- I think there’s the odd person who perhaps is so daunted by the experience that they never overcome that, but I think for the majority of us it’s an empowering sort of situation, because even though I have always gone to moot with the most ridiculous argument you come out feeling — my God at least you can answer questions and feel that you can make, sort of some reasonable argument with the basic material
you have. I really enjoy moots because I enjoy the public speaking aspect of having to get up and face
the person on the other side and present some sort of sequential argument. It’s a challenge. Yes, a
personal challenge.

• Now that I know what it is like, I can do it better. I left feeling really empowered by the experience for
the next time.

Empowerment? Accomplishment? Confirmation of vocation? Can this really be a piece of assessment
which students spend most of their time dreading at Law School? It seems ironic that so much is made
about the anxiety involved — one student recounted stories of colleagues being physically sick with terror
— yet the self-confidence which students gain is a much better kept secret. The students were specifically
asked whether they felt similarly about other items of assessment, and despite feelings of relief when exams
or assignments were completed, it seems nothing comes close to moots in the range of emotions induced.
Exams may terrify but there is still the saving grace of anonymity, which the oral presentation required by
moots does not afford students.

Interestingly, many students thought the moots were “such a big deal” due to the formalities which they
were required to adhere to. Going to the courts was a big part of this for all students. Those who had done it
felt it had added an edge to the experience, whilst when it was suggested to the first years that they could
just as easily continue to moot in the University moot court, the reaction was summed up by the following
statement:

You really wouldn’t feel like you were going anywhere or accomplishing something. It’d just be the same thing over
and over again. It’s good to go a step up the ladder. Another factor which had a huge impact was the formal attire
which students adopted for the purposes of their moot. This is illustrated neatly by the following exchange amongst
first year students:

Yeah, that was a different part of it — getting dressed up for it really made it a more appropriate situation. Like if
you had just turned up in your normal uni clothes, it would just be like doing another oral [presentation].

It put you into character.

Yeah, that was good.

When you say “into character” do you mean… which character?

A professional character.

Being professional — knowing your stuff. It sort of reinforces the fact, hey look at me — I know what I’m doing, I
know what I’m doing.

It was something else that gave you confidence.

Apart from fear and stress, the only thing tarnishing this seemingly enriching experience was that
several students thought that the actual moot was over quite quickly and was inadequately weighted given
that you had been “eating, sleeping, drinking, breathing moot” for so long. This may be something subject
convenors may wish to consider, especially in light of the above comments. Students are enjoying this piece
of assessment and are deriving great personal advantage from it. Additionally, it involves a lot of time
which academics could spend elsewhere. Surely then, it is to everyone’s benefit to weight it more heavily so
that all parties feel that it is worth the effort from an assessment point of view as well as a learning one?

4. **Mooting is an excellent way to learn the substantive law**

Perhaps this fourth element of mooting is the most exciting and also the most important. Much of the
discussion which occurred in the course of the focus group interviews centred on the power of moots as a
learning experience. Some of this has been referred to obliquely in the foregoing sections, but there was
also a definite theme present that in contrast to many other forms of assessment, mooting encourages
students to adopt a deep or achieving learning approach. This is borne out by comments such as:

• In a way, I sort of think it was more of a test than an exam because it wasn’t like memorising stuff. You
had to know it and you had to be able to talk about it under a lot of different situations. You had to really
know what you are on about. You had to be familiar with it, more so than in an exam where you can just
spout things off;

- I think mooting makes you understand the work a lot more than assignments or some areas of assignments. You really are not sure what is going on, you really get the information and just put it down but you don’t really have to understand it. But with mooting, since you will be asked questions on it, you really have to know exactly what you are talking about before you get up;

- You have to know your facts — you have to know everything — and it wasn’t like superficial knowledge. You have to understand why — there was some level of understanding that you needed to get through it.

However, while there is very little written on the learning benefit of mooting, it is one clearly appreciated by students. Brown recognised that students who took part in the Jessup Mooting Competition on the basis of their interest in mooting, soon became “fascinated with international law as a subject of study”. Gaubatz was more revealing when he wrote:

In moot court problems, cases and their use have a significance sometimes unexpressed in the classroom. The limits imposed by procedural status, the use of obiter dictum and ratio deciden
ti, and reasoning by analogy, all take on new meaning when the student must try to use the case in support of his client’s position or to distinguish a case against him. By illumination, moot court can materially assist the educational process. It can clarify concepts commonly used in the classroom, and in effect can provide a tutorial for legal education.

Generally though, this result from the interviews accords with Jackling’s argument that the integration of academic study and practical training enhances and reinforces theoretical learning.

This feature of mooting was often referred to as the way it “focuses my mind”, and this raises a sub-issue, in that moots themselves are fairly limited in the area with which they deal. Students did not have a major problem with this but it was clear that although they often expressed a desire for more moots in their degree, they acknowledged that there would be an awful lot of law which they would not be assessed on and thus not know. This is summed up in the following phrase:

But the other thing too is that you really feel satisfied that you know the work — at the time. Like you forget everything afterward, like I can’t remember what I said but it’s probably one of the only times that I do an assessment that I would be happy to turn around to someone and give them advice on how I think the law stands;

- It’s really good that possibly the day before the moot you may be talking to possibly the people you are mooting with or someone who is doing the same topic. You don’t have books in front of you and you talk about the issues, you talk about the law, you talk about sections, cases — you never sound so knowledgable as when you go to moot;

- It was good in that it gave you the opportunity to actually talk about the law. Like, it is fine to sort of read it and rewrite it, regurgitate it basically. But to actually get a chance to speak about it on such a… I don’t know … exciting level, as well. It’s sort of, you know, glorifying it.

**CONCLUSION: MOOTS AS ASSESSMENT**

Of course, moots are just one of the many items of assessment which can be presented to students at Law School. There are two purposes of assessment — summative and formative. Summative assessment is concerned with certifying that the student has achieved a certain level, so that s/he may be presented to the world as possessing certain knowledge. Formative assessment focuses much more on the student, rather than the external world. It is assessment for learning. “Students engage in the problems and discourse of a
given area and are given encouragement, response and feedback on what they do, as appropriate, with a view to them becoming more effective in their learning.\textsuperscript{66}

Moots as part of the undergraduate law degree seem to have less of a summative purpose than they did at the time of their use in the Inns of Court many centuries ago. Under that system, moots were really the sole device whereby barristers received formal acknowledgment in their profession. With the rise of law as an academic discipline and emphasis being placed on the attainment of a degree, determined by the all important Grade Point Average (GPA), this qualifying function has lessened considerably, though clearly marks awarded for moots serve to make up the student’s degree.\textsuperscript{67}

However, moots did not only serve a summative function at the Inns of Court. They literally were the legal education of those who sought to become lawyers. In this regard, they served a formative purpose which was equal, if not more so, to their importance as providing a yardstick for formal qualification. Moots are formative in that they require students to develop and strengthen their own knowledge of an area of the law, and legal processes and concepts generally, and provide incentive to learn. The qualitative data above demonstrates that students view moots primarily as having a formative function. They encourage students to immerse themselves in an area of the substantive law, work closely with their peers and develop several important practical skills. That was the focus of almost all students. They did not so much talk about moots as testing them, but rather as focussing them in their learning.

Rowntree identifies six separate purposes of assessment, which are related to the summative or formative perspectives. Of those which are not “administrative and go chiefly to people outside the immediate teacher-student relationship”, he includes student motivation, feedback to students and teachers, and preparation for life.\textsuperscript{68} The issue of moots and motivation needs little comment, following, as it does, students’ own remarks. Rowntree states that “the line between coercion and encouragement is hard to draw”,\textsuperscript{69} and certainly this is true of mooting. Students recounted feelings of tremendous fear yet also enormous interest and enthusiasm. Are we coercing or encouraging them? It seems mooting is an example of assessment which does both at a high level.

It is fairly easy to appreciate that moots provide a concrete experience, but questions must be asked as to whether legal educators have been seriously encouraging the next step in Kolb’s Experiential Cycle — reflective observation. Most of the students interviewed were critical of the amount of feedback they received on their performance in moots. In a number of institutions, it seems it is not uncommon for mooters merely to receive a numerical rating with the invitation to arrange to speak privately with the academic involved, should they desire more feedback. Given that many students will be reluctant to do so and will just let the matter drop, are we really depriving students of feedback which would enable them to learn from — and improve upon — their experience? Certainly students can reflect on their experience individually and with their peers, yet if they are to engage in a truly meaningful experiential cycle of learning, it will be helpful to know what they did well and not so well in the eyes of the assessor. A few students may be lucky enough to gain such feedback informally but such an ad hoc approach scarcely seems satisfactory given the amount of effort the exercise requires.

Following Gibbs’ suggestion, it may be that lecturers should conduct a structured de-briefing session in order to analyse the moot with the students, and thus enable them to engage in critical self-reflection.\textsuperscript{70} Boud, Keogh and Walker expand on this theme in their book \textit{Reflection: Turning Experience into Learning}\textsuperscript{71} and have designed a three stage model illustrating the components of meaningful reflection. Academics should be conscious of their role in facilitating student reflection — just because it is called self-reflection does not mean that students can do it without sufficient feedback from their teachers.

Ramsden says:

\begin{quote}
Assessment methods that are perceived to test the ability to reproduce accurately large quantities of information presented in class, or to manipulate procedures unthinkingly, tell students that our fine aims for conceptual understanding are but a veneer on the solid material of recalling facts.\textsuperscript{72}
\end{quote}

Moots do not fall within this description of a poor or inappropriate assessment technique. A theoretical understanding of their nature should make this evident to us, but the opinions and reactions of students confirms that they do not see moots as something for which they can memorise material without understanding it. The phrase “eating, sleeping, drinking, breathing moot” shows how absorbed in the task students can become. Obviously, it can be stated that moots engage students in a learning process which is
not often seen in response to many other forms of assessment. They clearly find it an educationally enriching process, and this can be ensured by the provision of at least a basic level of feedback.

As we have seen, the use of mooting varies between Law Schools and that situation will continue. There are advantages in all three of the approaches examined in this paper, and all of them go some way toward making mooting an educational experience which is unique. Hopefully though, an increased understanding of which educational theories are in operation when mooting occurs and what mooting actually means to students, will lead to the continued, and perhaps increased, use of moots in the legal education of undergraduates, in the manner most appropriate to the circumstances of each Law School.
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